
A welcoming mirror that 
ref lects your gratitude. 
Greet wedding guests with a welcome panel made from a mirror that is sure to l iven up any 
inter ior space for years to come. The attract ive and intr icate design adds elegance to the 
couple's special day.
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Mirror Welcome 
Panel



Glassware and other glass objects are also easy 
to etch with designs.

Mirror Welcome Panel

Material
Dimensions (when finished): Mirror – 10.04" x 13.19"

Craft vinyl
Flower (AR-J009, AR-J015, AR-A020, AR-A027): 4.87" x 5.33"
Leaf (AR-A027): 1.62" x 1.74"
Flower (AR-J009, AR-J010, AR-J015, AR-A020, AR-A027): 3.90" x 4.94"
Leaf (AR-A027): 2.20" x 1.44"
Text ("Welcome to our home"): 3.90" x 4.94"
Text ("Jamie & Brandon"): 0.73" x 5.54"

Mirror, frame, glass etching cream, writing brush, transfer sheet

Decide on the composition and size of the design 
to put on the mirror.  

Select and lay out built-in patterns from the 
machine, and when the rough design is finished, 
save it on your USB flash drive.
Built-in Patterns: AR-J009 x 2
                        AR-J0125 x 2
                        AR-A020 x 2
                        AR-A027 x 4
                        AR-J010
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The design is of large size and the layout of built-
in patterns is complex, so use ScanNCutCanvas 
(http://scanncutcanvas.brother.com/). Import 
the data saved on your USB flash drive into 
ScanNCutCanvas, then make the final fine-tuned 
adjustments to the layout.  

In ScanNCutCanvas, select a built-in font and 
lay out the text. Adjust the overall balance and 
download the data to your USB flash drive.
ScanNCutCanvas Built-in Patterns: Text 
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Make the final design on the mirror. First, load 
the design saved on your USB flash drive into 
the machine. Mount an adhesive cut sheet on a 
cutting mat and carry out cutting. Next, remove 
the cut material from the cutting mat and attach 
it to the mirror using a commercially available 
transfer sheet.  

Affix the adhesive craft vinyl to the mirror, then 
apply glass etching cream over i t .  Wait  30 
minutes, then clean away the etching cream. The 
usage and removal methods vary according to the 
type of etching cream.
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Tip

http://scanncutcanvas.brother.com/


